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Based on the Amazon EC2 instances for accelerated computing, we observe a direct correlation between the number
of GPUs – on one side – and the number of CPUs and the
memory capacity—on the other. As a practical rule, there are
4-8 CPU cores and 30-60 GB of RAM for every GPU in
the system. In addition to the Amazon EC2 instances, the
CPU+GPU architecture is already part of some of the most
powerful supercomputers on Top500, e.g., Summit and Titan.
Due to their ﬂexibility and high-performance, it is likely that
CPU+GPU conﬁgurations will lead the way to exascale [17]
through next-generation systems such as Perlmutter. Thus,
provisioning so many resources – CPUs and memory – only
to preprocess data and schedule computation on the GPUs is
wasteful from the deep learning perspective. Moreover, the
number of CPU cores is continuously increasing. The latest
CPUs released by Intel [25] and AMD [23] have 112 and
128 hardware threads, respectively. Similar to accelerators, this
high degree of CPU parallelism can boost the linear algebra
computations common in deep learning.
Problem. We study deep learning training on heterogeneous
CPU+GPU architectures. Speciﬁcally, our objective is to design heterogeneous SGD algorithms that use efﬁciently all
the resources available in a CPU+GPU system—not only a
subpart. The main challenge consists in combining the characteristics of the two architectures – the superior computational
power of the GPU with the larger memory on the CPU –
into an SGD algorithm with optimal convergence behavior.
While heterogeneous architectures have been used for model
training before [1], [8], this is done only in the context of
the same SGD algorithm and considers how to optimally
schedule data and computation across CPU and GPU. Our
focus is on optimizing the interaction between the SGD
algorithms performed on the two architectures—synchronous
SGD on GPU and asynchronous SGD on CPU. The decision
to consider architecture-speciﬁc algorithms is motivated by
their theoretical [5] and empirical [13] characteristics which
recommend the use of synchronous SGD with large batches
on GPU [7] and asynchronous Hogwild SGD on CPU [16].
Contributions. We introduce an adaptive framework for
deep learning on heterogeneous CPU+GPU architectures that
maximizes the utilization of each component during the entire
execution. We achieve this by concurrent asynchronous coordination, dynamic data partitioning, and architecture-optimized
algorithms. CPUs and GPUs are continuously assigned tasks
– which they perform concurrently – by a lightweight asyn-

Abstract—The widely-adopted practice is to train deep learning
models with specialized hardware accelerators, e.g., GPUs or
TPUs, due to their superior performance on linear algebra
operations. However, this strategy does not employ effectively
the extensive CPU and memory resources – which are used only
for preprocessing, data transfer, and scheduling – available by
default on the accelerated servers. In this paper, we study training
algorithms for deep learning on heterogeneous CPU+GPU architectures. Our two-fold objective – maximize convergence rate and
resource utilization simultaneously – makes the problem challenging. In order to allow for a principled exploration of the design
space, we ﬁrst introduce a generic deep learning framework
that exploits the difference in computational power and memory
hierarchy between CPU and GPU through asynchronous message
passing. Based on insights gained through experimentation with
the framework, we design two heterogeneous asynchronous
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithms. The ﬁrst algorithm
– CPU+GPU Hogbatch – combines small batches on CPU with
large batches on GPU in order to maximize the utilization of
both resources. However, this generates an unbalanced model
update distribution which hinders the statistical convergence. The
second algorithm – Adaptive Hogbatch – assigns batches with
continuously evolving size based on the relative speed of CPU
and GPU. This balances the model updates ratio at the expense
of a customizable decrease in utilization. We show that the
implementation of these algorithms in the proposed CPU+GPU
framework achieves both faster convergence and higher resource
utilization than TensorFlow on several real datasets.
Index Terms—SGD, fully-connected MLP, adaptive batch size

I. INTRODUCTION
Deep learning has become a disruptive classiﬁcation technology applied in a wide variety of domains, ranging from image and speech recognition to ﬁnance and combustion engines.
Building accurate deep learning models is expensive because
the training process involves highly-intensive computations,
e.g., the multiplication of large matrices. In order to speed up
the process, the widely-adopted practice is to use specialized
hardware accelerators, e.g., GPUs [7] or TPUs [19], due to
their superior performance on linear algebra operations. CPUonly solutions require thousands of cores to achieve similar
performance—which is cost-ineffective. However, there is no
real system composed only of accelerators—they are add-ons
to standard architectures composed of CPUs and memory. In
order to use the accelerator, data have to be preprocessed
and passed through the system memory – GPUDirect Storage
plans to avoid this with a direct data path between fast NVMe
storage and GPU memory – and the kernels have to be
invoked. These procedures are coordinated by the CPU.
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chronous coordinator. The amount of data assigned to a task
is dynamically and adaptively determined at runtime based
on the current execution state. The CPU+GPU framework is
generic and supports the implementation of most existing SGD
algorithms [15]. It is an invaluable testbed to evaluate existing
algorithms and develop new ones.
We design two heterogeneous SGD algorithms with adaptive
batch sizes. They are derived from the scalable asynchronous
Hogbatch algorithm [16]. The ﬁrst algorithm – CPU+GPU
Hogbatch – combines small batches on CPU with large batches
on GPU, which are both used to update a single shared model
asynchronously. While providing better convergence than the
single-architecture optimal algorithms, CPU+GPU Hogbatch
hinders statistical convergence. The second algorithm – Adaptive Hogbatch – continuously monitors the number of updates performed by every task and changes the batch size
dynamically based on the relative speed of CPU and GPU.
This balances the model updates ratio at the expense of a
customizable reduction in resource utilization.
We implement the two algorithms – together with minibatch and Hogbatch solutions for CPU and GPU-only – in the
heterogeneous CPU+GPU framework. We perform extensive
experiments on several deep nets with increasing structural
complexity over multiple real datasets. The results show that
both algorithms achieve the fastest time to convergence and
maximize the CPU and GPU utilization. Moreover, the heterogeneous algorithms outperform TensorFlow – which performs
similarly to our GPU-only algorithm – by a signiﬁcant margin.

with dynamic batch sizes and asynchronous model updates.
Heterogeneity is also considered in the distributed parameter
server setting [10]. The main difference from the centralized
CPU+GPU architecture is that training data are statically
partitioned to workers. Moving data between workers incurs
expensive network trafﬁc and is not viable. Instead, the applied
solution uses different learning rates across workers. Similar to
our work, the learning rate is computed based on the number
of model updates. However, learning rate maintenance is more
complex than modifying the batch size.



 

   
 


   
 
 
 

 
  



Fig. 1: DNN with three fully-connected (FC) layers.
Although the relationship between the batch size and learning rate – on one side – and the number of updates, convergence, and utilization – on the other – is well-known [7],
[11], there is an ongoing debate about the optimal batch size –
small or large – and learning rate. Small batches generate more
model updates, thus faster convergence. However, they do not
saturate the high GPU throughput and result in low utilization.
A practical solution is to increase the learning rate proportionally to the batch size [7]. While this increases utilization, it
also introduces convergence instability—especially close to the
minimum. Our novel approach is to combine small and large
batches in a single asynchronous SGD algorithm. The CPU
performs a large number of small updates which move the loss
function closer to the minimum faster. However, since they
are based on a crude estimation of the gradient, they can be
quite noisy. This is where the more accurate GPU updates are
important—they move the loss in a better direction. Abstractly,
we can think of the CPU updates as many small steps in a
guessed direction, while the GPU updates are rare jumps using
a compass. This combination of updates – albeit sequential –
is theoretically proven to enhance SGD convergence [2] and is
at the origin of the SVRG family of algorithms [9]. We show
empirically that it also improves convergence.

II. RELATED WORK
We provide a comparison between the proposed framework
and two other classes of systems that support deep learning
on heterogeneous CPU+GPU architectures—TensorFlow and
Omnivore. TensorFlow [1] – and all the other related systems
– use heterogeneity at a smaller granularity. That is, they
schedule linear algebra primitives across CPU and GPU.
The decision on where to perform a primitive depends on
the estimated execution time for each device. Unlike our
framework, TensorFlow executes a single instance of the SGD
algorithm which updates the unique model synchronously.
There are a few problems with this approach. The amount
of overlap between CPU and GPU execution is somewhat
limited by the sequential structure of the DNN. Since the
primitives have order dependencies, it is difﬁcult to schedule
more than one at a time. This results in the utilization of a
single resource. Scheduling is heavily constrained by previous
decisions because switching between CPU and GPU introduces time-consuming data transfers. Moreover, scheduling
primitives instead of the complete SGD has more overhead.
Similar to our framework, Omnivore [8] splits the training
data into batches having size proportional with the speed
of the device. However, this size is statically computed and
kept constant over the entire execution. The goal is to have
perfectly synchronized execution with no delay across devices.
The problem is that the actual speed at runtime can be
quite different from the estimated one. We address this issue

III. SGD FOR DEEP LEARNING
The central component of deep learning is a Deep Neural
Network (DNN) [3]. As depicted in Figure 1, a DNN is a
layered network that takes as input an example given as a
feature vector – the input layer – and produces the probability
this example belongs to each class in a predeﬁned set—the
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Fig. 2: Heterogeneous CPU+GPU architecture.
output layer. The intermediate layers are hidden to the user—
they represent the model to be learned. Each layer contains
a set of nodes or vertices. Nodes from two adjacent layers
are connected by edges having weights and form a bipartite
graph. If the graph is complete, i.e., there is an edge between
any pair of nodes, the layer is called fully-connected (FC).
Formally, let the input data be a 2-D matrix X ∈ RN ×d1
consisting of d1 -dimensional vectors xi for each of the N
examples. The vectors xi propagate through the DNN layers
to the output, where their corresponding output labels yi are
produced. Let the intermediate state of xi at layer l be Lli ,
with L1i = xi , where Lli is a dl -dimensional vector—the
input changes its shape through the DNN. In each layer l,
a series of linear algebra operations are applied to Lli in
order to generate Ll+1
i . The most intensive such operation
is the matrix-vector product between vector Lli and matrix
W l ∈ Rdl+1 ×dl corresponding to the weights on the edges
between the nodes in layers l and (l+1)—the other operations
are element-wise. If the DNN has P layers and we denote the
operation at layer l by Fl , then the complete processing of xi
can be expressed as:

Here, Y represents the set of known labels which are combined
in the loss  with the predictions corresponding to a ﬁxed W .
SGD is the most common method to train DNN models [4].
At high-level, SGD iteratively computes the gradient – or
derivative – of the loss function over the training dataset
and moves the model W in the opposite direction of the
gradient—which results in a decrease of the loss. Gradient
computation requires a sequence of two passes over the DNN.
In the forward pass, the predicted labels are computed for the
training data based on the current model W —the ﬁrst model is
randomly initialized. The backward pass implements the chain
rule of calculus for computing the gradient of a composite
function starting from the predicted label yi . If we denote by
∇Fl the gradient with respect to model W at layer l, then the
back-propagation rule that computes the gradient gi is:




 
gi = ∇F1 . . . ∇FP −1 ∇FP (yi ) · W P · W P −1 . . .
(2)
We observe that the form of the forward and backward
expressions in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) are quite similar, having
matrix-vector product as their dominant operation. The update
equation at layer l is:




 
yi = FP W P −1 · FP −1 . . . F1 W 1 · xi . . .

W l ←− W l − η · gil

(1)

(3)

where the learning rate η is the scaling factor applied to
the magnitude of the gradient. The learning rate is a hyperparameter of SGD—not a parameter of the DNN model.
SGD can be stopped either after a ﬁxed number of iterations,
i.e., epochs, or when there is no signiﬁcant drop in the loss
across iterations. In practice, due to the large dataset size
and number of iterations it takes to converge, each SGD
iteration is performed only over a randomly selected batch
of B training examples – not the entire dataset – where



= Fl W l · Lli are the separate intermediate
where Ll+1
i
states. Essentially, a DNN is a composite function of embedded sub-functions over matrix-vector products between data
and layer weights. DNN training corresponds to ﬁnding the
l
optimal values for the weights in matrices
 1 W ,2 1 ≤ l ≤PP –
denoted collectively the model W = W , W , . . . , W
–
that minimize the loss function (X, W, Y ) for the training
dataset X—lower loss indicates high prediction accuracy.
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B is another hyperparameter. In this case, the matrix-vector
multiplications become matrix-matrix multiplications, which
are computationally more intensive, thus, the extensive use of
GPUs in DNN training.

available on the CPU is 30X larger than on the GPU, the L2
cache on the GPU is 24X larger. This reﬂects the throughput
emphasis of the GPU memory hierarchy as opposed to the
latency optimization for CPU.

IV. CPU+GPU ARCHITECTURE

V. DNN FRAMEWORK ON CPU+GPU

Figure 2 depicts graphically a heterogeneous CPU+GPU
architecture with 4 CPUs and 2 GPUs connected together to
the shared memory bus. Each CPU contains multiple cores
and cache layers. The L1 and L2 caches are associated with
each core, while the L3 cache is shared across all the cores in
a CPU node. Each CPU is directly connected to a region of
the DRAM memory. The CPUs are connected to each other
by high-bandwidth interconnects. To access DRAM regions
on other nodes, data is transferred over these interconnects.
However, this is slower than accessing the local memory, thus,
the non-uniform memory access (NUMA) pattern. NUMA
cache-coherency is implemented in hardware, thus implicit.

We pursue two main objectives in designing the CPU+GPU
framework for deep learning. First, the framework is a generic
testbed to evaluate existing SGD algorithms and develop new
ones. This is achieved by a modular architecture in which
components are assigned independently to hardware resources.
An SGD algorithm is expressed by a series of primitive operations and a communication strategy between components.
The second objective is to maximize the utilization of every
resource during execution. We achieve this by concurrent
asynchronous coordination, dynamic data partitioning, and
architecture-optimized SGD algorithms. CPUs and GPUs perform concurrent asynchronous SGD algorithms – specialized
for their speciﬁc architecture – on data assigned dynamically
and adaptively at runtime based on the current execution state.
In this section, we present the architecture and workﬂow of
the proposed DNN framework on heterogeneous CPU+GPU.

cores
blocks
threads
L1 cache
L2 cache
L3 cache / shared memory
MEMORY / global memory

CPU
18
—
36
32(I) + 32(D) KB
256 KB
45 MB
488 GB

GPU
172 per MP
32 per MP
2048 per MP
128 KB
6 MB
96 KB
16 GB

A. Framework Architecture
The architecture of the heterogeneous CPU+GPU framework for deep learning is depicted in Figure 3. It consists of a
series of asynchronous worker threads corresponding to each
of the CPUs and GPUs in Figure 2, and a central coordinator.
In this example, there are four CPU workers and two GPU
workers. However, in a shared virtualized environment such as
Amazon EC2, the framework can be assigned only a subset of
the available hardware resources. The coordinator and workers
are implemented as stand-alone system threads that exist over
the entire duration of the program. The worker assigned
to a hardware component is in charge of managing the
resources, e.g., cores, memory, threads, and operation of that
component. The coordinator assigns data and tasks to workers,
and schedules their interaction. The communication between
the coordinator and workers – workers do not communicate
directly – is realized through control messages, while data
are passed through references in the shared memory space.
In the case of deep learning, these data include the model –
and its gradient – and the training examples split into batches.
The coordinator maintains the global model and prepares the
training data. Each worker is assigned a model replica – which
can be either a deep or shallow copy of the global model – and
a data batch—which is a reference to a range in the training
data at the coordinator. Handling the training data is simpler
because it requires read-only access. The hyperparameters of
the SGD algorithm are maintained by the coordinator.
Coordinator. The coordinator is the equivalent of the parameter server in distributed or multi-GPU [6], [11] settings.
Its main role is to control workers’ access to the global
model through the model update policy. Since the coordinator
thread processes messages sequentially, the default policy is
synchronous model updates—the replicas are applied to the

TABLE I: Hardware architecture speciﬁcations.
A GPU contains multiple streaming multiprocessors (MP).
Each MP consists of a large number of specialized cores
targeted at a limited subset of instructions. In the CUDA
programming model, work is issued to the GPU in the form of
a function, referred to as the kernel. A logical instance of the
kernel executed on an MP core is called a thread. The kernel
code is parametrized by a logical thread identiﬁer that allows
each thread to operate on a different partition of the input
data—which has to be moved explicitly between the CPU and
GPU memory. Since thousands of threads can be executed
concurrently across MPs, global thread synchronization is
not available. Nonetheless, synchronization can be enforced
at thread block level. Threads can access the various units
of the deep memory hierarchy in Figure 2 explicitly in the
code. When a global memory address is requested by a
thread, aligned successive addresses are converted into a single
memory transaction—memory coalescing. Thus, consecutive
threads have to access consecutive addresses in order to
minimize the number of memory transactions.
Table I gives the hardware speciﬁcation of the CPU nodes
and the NVIDIA Volta V100 GPU used in this paper. While
the number of cores and threads is much larger for the GPU,
the numbers for the CPU are also quite high, e.g., 36 independent threads can run concurrently on a single CPU. Since
the system has two CPUs, there are 72 CPU threads overall.
However, this is not sufﬁcient to reduce the gap in performance
given by the superior GPU degree of parallelism—there are
80 MPs on the V100 GPU. Although the amount of memory
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due to the uneven NUMA memory access, references can
introduce unexpected cache coherency effects [16], [21]. The
CPU worker has to consider another level of parallelism –
corresponding to the local cores/threads – when performing
the SGD algorithm. The alternatives are to compute a single
gradient over the entire batch or to split the batch into smaller
sub-batches and compute a gradient for each. In the ﬁrst
case, intra-thread parallelism is applied only to the linear
algebra operations and is encapsulated in the corresponding
library functions, e.g., Intel MKL. In the second case, there
are two levels of parallelism—inter-thread parallelism across
sub-batches and intra-thread parallelism inside a sub-batch.
The inter-thread parallelism has to be implemented in the
CPU worker. This can be done with explicit threads or with
higher-level constructs such as OpenMP. Based on the level of
parallelism and the model update policy, many variations of
the SGD algorithm can be designed [21]—supported by the
framework with different implementations of the CPU worker.
GPU Workers. A GPU worker is associated with every
GPU accelerator in the system—for which it serves as the
exclusive interface. The GPU worker coordinates the memory
transfers between CPU and GPU, and invokes kernel execution
on the GPU—all these happen asynchronously and with minimal interference on the other system components. This allows
for advanced GPU features, such as data transfer through the
uniﬁed memory address space and kernel execution through
asynchronous streams, to be isolated in the GPU worker. The
execution of the SGD algorithm on GPU follows the standard
pattern of ﬁrst moving the data and the model, and then
invoking kernels for the linear algebra operations, e.g., from
the cublas library, on the forward and backward DNN passes.
By default, the intermediate output of kernel invocations is
kept in the GPU memory in order to reduce data movement.
However, advanced memory management strategies that work
at layer granularity [18] can also be added. The main difference between the CPU and GPU worker is how they handle
the model—the model replica in the GPU worker is always
a deep copy of the global model. This is because the replica
serves as a transition buffer between CPU and GPU, which
is accessed only during transfers between the two. Multiple
accesses to the global model in the GPU memory may have
unexpected consequences.

 


 
 

   



 

 



 
 

 
 


 



 
 

 

 

 



 
 

Fig. 3: Framework architecture.

global model one after another, in the order in which they are
received. In order to support asynchronous updates, the model
update logic has to be moved to the workers. After computing
the gradient, the workers apply it to their replica reference –
a pointer to the global model – concurrently. In this case, the
burden on the coordinator is considerably smaller because it
does not execute any part of the SGD algorithm.
In our shared memory framework, the coordinator plays
an additional role that is completely missing from distributed
parameter servers [6]. The coordinator assigns data batches of
different size dynamically and adaptively to the workers based
on their processing speed. This is a fundamental feature in a
heterogeneous CPU+GPU architecture. If the same batch size
is given to a CPU and a GPU worker, the GPU worker would
process a number of batches equal to the ratio between the
speed of the GPU and that of the CPU [8]. Since this ratio
is signiﬁcant, the GPU would process hundreds or thousands
of batches while the CPU processes a single batch. The
end result would be that the CPU updates are ignorable.
Alternatively, if CPU and GPU are synchronized, the GPU
would be stalled most of the time. In order to cope with this
issue, the coordinator continuously monitors the number of
updates each worker executes and changes the batch size such
that the difference between the fastest and slowest worker is
bounded. This strategy is implemented inside the model update
procedure and requires only a simple reference assignment.
As far as we know, this is the ﬁrst learning framework that
supports dynamic batch sizes across concurrent workers. In all
the other solutions, the training data is statically partitioned
and distributed to workers.
CPU Workers. The workers are statically associated with a
computational resource – CPU socket or GPU – and perform
an iteration of the SGD algorithm on the assigned batch and
model. Since CPU workers share the same address space
with the coordinator, they have direct access to the global
model and training data. This allows for reference access and
avoids deep copies—the dotted lines in Figure 3. However,

B. Framework Workﬂow
Figure 4 illustrates how the framework performs the SGD
algorithm for deep learning. The tasks executed by each
worker, as well as the messages exchanged with the coordinator, are shown in the ﬁgure. During initialization, the coordinator loads the training data in memory and prepares it for the
linear algebra operations in SGD. The global model is allocated and initialized with arbitrary/random values. The model
conﬁguration is passed to the workers for their initialization of
the model replicas. This is necessary only for the GPU workers
which have to allocate memory on the device. Since multiple
SGD implementations are supported, the coordinator has to
select an algorithm and its hyperparameters for each worker,
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Algorithm 1 Hogbatch
Coordinator: ScheduleWork Message Handler
Input:
Worker E asking for work
Set of batches B with b training examples per batch
1. if B = ∅ then
2.
Extract next batch B from B
3.
B←BB
4.
Send message ExecuteWork (B) to worker E
5. end if





  

  




    

  

 





   
    

as our base SGD algorithm because of two reasons. First,
it supports asynchronous updates. These are perfectly suited
for the speed difference between CPU and GPU. Second,
unlike Hogwild [14], Hogbatch operates on batches. This
matches better the highly-parallel GPU architecture optimized
for throughput—the larger the batch, the higher the utilization [11]. The experimental results in Section VII conﬁrm
the necessity to design these specialized algorithms—and their
superiority over standard Hogbatch.




    



   

Fig. 4: Framework execution workﬂow.
and a global model update policy. While currently speciﬁed
by the programmer, we envision a solution in which the active
workers and their algorithms are selected automatically.
The SGD algorithm is performed in the model training
stage. At each iteration, the coordinator starts by determining
the batch size corresponding to every worker. Initially, the size
is proportional to the worker speed. Later, the size changes
adaptively based on the number of model updates performed
by the worker. The coordinator prepares a batch by selecting a
continuous range from the training data and storing a reference
to its starting position. The model replica is initialized with
the current state of the global model. This can be a reference
to the global model or a full deep copy. The batch and the
replica are passed to the worker to execute the SGD algorithm
selected in the initialization stage. This is the main part of
model training and consists of a forward and backward pass
through the DNN to compute the gradient. Finally, the gradient
is applied to update the model—another DNN forward pass.
If the update is applied to the deep replica, this has to be
subsequently integrated in the global model—which can be
done synchronously at the coordinator or asynchronously at
the worker. In the case of reference replicas, the update is
directly applied to the global model. The last step in model
training – which closes the loop – is the message sent by the
worker to the coordinator to inform that the update has been
applied. Since these messages are processed sequentially, the
next batch size is computed individually for each worker based
on its number of updates.

Worker E: ExecuteWork Message Handler
Input:
Batch B with b training
 examples



1. Gradient: g ← ∇F1 . . . ∇FP (B) · W P . . .
2. Update model: W ← W − η · g
3. Send message ScheduleWork(E) to coordinator

A. Hogbatch
The mapping of Hogbatch to our framework is given in
Algorithm 1. The main task of the coordinator is to serve
work requests from workers. For this, the coordinator extracts
a batch of b training examples and sends them to the requesting
worker. It is important to notice that the same batch size b is
given to all the workers. When there are no more batches
and all the workers are done, an SGD epoch has ﬁnished and
the process is restarted with the full training dataset. While
the coordinator executes requests serially, the workers process
batches concurrently. First, they compute the gradient of the
assigned batch on the current DNN model. Then, they update
the model with the computed gradient. In Hogbatch, the DNN
model is shared across all the workers—the local replicas are
references to the global model. Since the workers read and
modify the model concurrently without any synchronization
primitives, conﬂicts are unavoidable. However, the speedup
provided by parallel processing outweighs the impact of update conﬂicts and results in faster convergence [14], [16].

VI. SGD WITH ADAPTIVE BATCH SIZES
The CPU+GPU framework supports the implementation
of heterogeneous versions of most – if not all – existing
SGD algorithms [15]. Modiﬁcations are conﬁned only to
the type of messages exchanged between coordinator and
the workers, and how they are handled. In this section, we
introduce two heterogeneous SGD algorithms derived from the
scalable asynchronous Hogbatch [16]. We choose Hogbatch

B. CPU+GPU Hogbatch
The direct application of Hogbatch in a heterogeneous
CPU+GPU architecture raises two problems. First, the model
has to be copied to the GPU memory, thus, access by reference
does not work. Our solution is to create a deep copy of
the global model in the GPU worker ExecuteWork message
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handler. The GPU kernels operate exclusively on this replica.
Once the replica is updated, we push it to the global model
asynchronously. If the GPU workers have similar speed, they
perform a similar number of updates and their local replicas
do not become stale. Otherwise, merging a local stale replica
requires careful consideration. In this case, the gradient is
computed on a model, while the update is performed on
another – most recent – model. Additionally, the learning rate
can be decreased to compensate for the stale gradient [10],
diminishing the importance of the update.
The second problem is triggered by using the same batch
size b across all the workers. Due to the orders of magnitude
difference in processing speed between CPU and GPU, the
GPU performs considerably more updates. In the worst case,
the CPU takes more time to process a single batch than the
GPU processing all the others. This behavior is detrimental
because the CPU ends up doing useless work and, moreover,
it stalls the GPU. Our novel solution is to use different batch
sizes for CPU and GPU. The CPU batch size is set to t – where
t is the number of cores or threads on the CPU – so that each
thread processes exactly one example. The rationale for this
choice is to ensure that all the threads are utilized. This special
case of Hogbatch is the Hogwild algorithm [14]. The GPU
batch size is set to a value that satisﬁes two conditions. First,
it guarantees a high enough utilization of the GPU. Second, the
time to process a batch on GPU is close to the time on CPU.
However, the GPU memory capacity imposes an upper bound
on the size. Based on these constraints, the GPU batch size
varies from a few hundreds to several thousands, depending
on the DNN structure. This idea can be generalized to having
a different batch size for every worker. Notice that supporting
different batch sizes across workers requires minimal changes
to the ScheduleWork message handler in Algorithm 1.
While the beneﬁt of using different batch sizes is important
to reduce staleness among workers, it may be argued that its
impact on convergence is harder to assess. Indeed, there is no
theoretical analysis for Hogbatch with different batch sizes.
However, the analysis of any SGD asynchronous algorithm
makes strong simplifying assumptions [14] that rarely hold in
practice. Intuitively, the interaction between small and large
batches improves convergence because it combines a large
number of model updates based on inaccurate gradients –
corresponding to small batches – with updates from accurate gradients computed on large batches. Our conjecture –
supported empirically – is that convergence remains superior
even when the two types of updates are applied concurrently.
Moreover, we set the learning rate to be proportional with
the batch size [7]—we have both different batch sizes and
different learning rates. This guarantees that the impact of the
more accurate gradients on convergence is higher.

Algorithm 2 Adaptive Hogbatch
Coordinator: ScheduleWork Message Handler
Input:
Worker E asking for work; Number of model updates uE
performed by worker E; Batch size bE for worker E; Minimum (minu ) and maximum (maxu ) number of updates
performed by all other workers except E; Minimum (minEb )
and maximum (maxEb ) batch size threshold for worker E;
Training dataset B
 Update batch size bE for worker E
1. if uE < minu then

2.
bE ← maximum bE /α, minEb ; minu ← uE
E
3. else if u > maxuthen

4.
bE ← minimum bE · α, maxEb ; maxu ← uE
5. end if
 Prepare and send batch to worker E
6. if bE ≤ |B| then
7.
Extract batch B of size bE from B
8.
B←BB
9.
Send message ExecuteWork (B) to worker E
10. end if
CPU Worker E: ExecuteWork Message Handler
Input:
Batch B with b training examples
Number of threads t
1. Split B into t sub-batches {B1 , . . . , Bt } of size B/t
2. for i = 1 to t do in parallel


 
3.
Gradient: gi ← ∇F1 . . . ∇FP (Bi ) · W P . . .
4.
Update model: W ← W − η · gi
5. end for
6. uE ← uE + t · β  Increase number of model updates
7. Send message ScheduleWork(E,uE ) to coordinator

they do not take into consideration the runtime execution environment. This can lead to unbounded divergence between the
number of updates across CPU and GPU, which manifests by
loss function instability and, ultimately, slower convergence.
We address these issues in Adaptive Hogbatch—depicted
in Algorithm 2. The main idea is to continuously monitor the
workers’ status and update the batch size dynamically based on
the number of updates. This can be done in the ScheduleWork
message handler at the coordinator. While the relationship
between the number of updates and resource utilization is
clear, the connection to convergence is not straightforward,
especially when the updates are computed over batches with
different size. The number of updates has to be large. Due to
computational and memory constraints, this can be achieved
only with small batches. However, small batches generate
inaccurate gradients—which hurt convergence. In order to
address these conﬂicting goals, we apply two criteria when
computing the batch size. First, the gap in the number of
updates between the slowest and fastest worker has to be
bounded. This is achieved by slowing down (i.e., increasing

C. Adaptive Hogbatch
The problem with CPU+GPU Hogbatch is that the batch
sizes have to be determined prior to execution. This can
be a lengthy trial-and-error process that adds complexity to
hyperparameter tuning. Moreover, the batch sizes are static and
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dataset
covtype
w8a
delicious
real-sim

#examples
581,012
64,700
16,105
72,309

#features
54
300
500
20,958

#labels
2
2
983
2

size
485 MB
155 MB
128 MB
12.1 GB

CPU batch size
[1-64]
[1-64]
[1-32]
[1-64]

GPU batch size
[128-8,192]
[64-8,192]
[64-2,048]
[64-8,192]

DNN architecture
54-512-512-512-512-512-512-2
300-512-512-512-512-512-512-512-512-2
500-512-512-512-512-512-512-512-512-983
20,958-512-512-512-512-2

TABLE II: Experimental datasets. CPU and GPU batch size are the minimum and maximum batch size used in the Hogbatch
algorithms. DNN architecture corresponds to the number of layers and the number of units per layer.
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Fig. 5: Normalized loss for time to convergence: (a) covtype, (b) w8a, (c) delicious, (d) real-sim.

A. Setup

the batch size) the worker with the largest number of updates
or speeding up (i.e., decreasing the batch size) the worker with
the smallest number of updates, respectively. The value of the
batch size is scaled up or down by a constant factor α which is
a user-deﬁned parameter set by default to 2—the batch size is
doubled or halved, respectively. The second goal is to maintain
a minimum level of utilization on every worker. For this, we
deﬁne lower and upper thresholds on the batch size, which
we do not allow to be crossed. Alternatively, we can monitor
the actual utilization for devices that provide such APIs. The
initial batch size is set to the lower threshold for CPU and
the upper threshold for GPU. The computation of a new batch
size is light and does not incur observable overhead.
The CPU worker in Adaptive Hogbatch (Algorithm 2) has
to maintain the number of model updates it performs. This
poses some complications because of the asynchrony incurred
by the nested Hogbatch execution. While t threads perform
updates, these are conﬂicting, thus, it is not clear how many
survive. We quantify this uncertainty through the user-deﬁned
parameter β which speciﬁes the fraction of surviving updates.
When β = 1 – the default value determined empirically – the
CPU worker performs t updates per batch. The closer β gets
to 0, the fewer updates are considered by the coordinator when
computing the new batch size.

Implementation. We implement the heterogeneous
CPU+GPU framework for deep learning in C/C++ using the
pthreads library. The coordinator and each worker is managed
by a stand-alone thread. The threads communicate using
our custom asynchronous message queue. The CPU worker
schedules Hogbatch instances on its corresponding cores
using dynamic OpenMP (3.7.0-3) threads. The linear algebra
operations on CPU are implemented with Intel MKL (2.187)
functions invoked inside OpenMP threads. The GPU worker
invokes kernels written in CUDA 10.0 which call the linear
algebra primitives from the Nvidia cublas (10.2.1.243-1)
library. The TensorFlow (1.13.1) implementation consists of
the driver program in which the DNN architecture and the
objective function are deﬁned [26]. Then, the mini-batch
SGD optimizer is called to perform the training. All the code
is available online as open source [24].
Hardware. Although we perform experiments on two systems, due to lack of space, we present only the results for the
Amazon AWS p3.16xlarge instance [22] which has 8 Nvidia
Volta V100 GPUs and 64 CPU threads. The speciﬁcation of
this computing architecture is given in Table I. We use the
standard AWS conﬁguration from March 2020. In order to
maximize utilization, we run experiments with a single GPU.
We assign 56 out of the 64 threads to a single CPU worker in
order to simplify their use in OpenMP. This allows up to 56
threads to perform concurrent model updates. The number of
OpenMP threads for linear algebra operations is limited to 60.
The remaining threads are the CPU workers and coordinator.
Datasets and DNN conﬁgurations. We consider four real
data sets – depicted in Table II – that exhibit large variety
in size, features, and number of classes. These datasets have
been used previously to evaluate the performance of parallel
SGD on CPU and GPU [13], [20]—more details can be found
therein. We process all the datasets in dense format. The batch
size on CPU varies between 1-64 examples per thread, while
for GPU it ranges between 64-8,192. The number of hidden

VII. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The purpose of the experimental evaluation is to investigate
the following questions (see complete details in [12]):
• Are the heterogeneous Hogbatch algorithms improving upon
the CPU and GPU-only alternatives in time to convergence
and statistical efﬁciency?
• How does the heterogeneous framework compare with the
state-of-the-art TensorFlow?
• What is the ratio of model updates among CPU and GPU?
• What utilization do the implementations of the Hogbatch
algorithms in our framework achieve on CPU and GPU?
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Fig. 6: Normalized loss for epochs to convergence, or statistical efﬁciency: (a) covtype, (b) w8a, (c) delicious, (d) real-sim.

model updates per epoch is the highest among all the methods.
The relative performance between CPU and GPU matches perfectly the relationship between Hogwild (CPU) and mini-batch
(GPU). On low-dimensional data, mini-batch converges faster.
However, as the dimensionality increases, there is a switch
between the two, with Hogwild clearly outperforming minibatch on real-sim. As expected, TensorFlow mirrors almost
identically the convergence curve of Hogbatch (GPU). The
only exception is delicious, on which TensorFlow has much
worse convergence. The reason is the multi-label classiﬁcation
– 983 vs. 2 labels – which is much slower in TensorFlow. It
is evident that the heterogeneous Hogbatch algorithms achieve
the steepest decrease in loss per unit of time. The mixture of
small and large batches combines the best behavior of the CPU
and GPU solutions and improves upon them signiﬁcantly in all
the cases. While CPU+GPU outperforms Adaptive Hogbatch
on the ﬁrst three datasets, the results are reversed for realsim, where Adaptive reaches the minimum loss in less than
half of the time. This is because batch sizes having more
uniform values, as dictated by the relative performance of CPU
and GPU, generate fewer conﬂicts in the highly-dimensional
feature space. We conclude by pointing out that, while 90%
of the minimum loss is achieved fast, further improvement is
rather slow on covtype.
Statistical efﬁciency. Figure 6 depicts the statistical efﬁciency corresponding to the time to convergence in Figure 5.
Statistical efﬁciency – or loss convergence as a function of the
number of epochs – is directly proportional with the number
of effective model updates per epoch. Mini-batch (GPU) and
TensorFlow have the largest batches, thus, they have relatively
poor statistical efﬁciency. The overlapped curves conﬁrm that
our implementation and TensorFlow are identical. Since the
heterogeneous Hogbatch algorithms combine small and large
batches, as expected, their efﬁciency is a weighted average
of the two. The larger the gap between the batch sizes, the
higher the deviation from the optimal statistical efﬁciency.
This explains the superiority of Adaptive over CPU+GPU. The
curve corresponding to Hogwild CPU is not included in the
ﬁgures because of the extremely long time – more than 200X
– it takes to perform the required number of epochs.
Model updates distribution. The ratio of model updates
performed by the CPU and GPU in the heterogeneous Hogbatch algorithms is depicted in Figure 8. In the case of
CPU+GPU, the CPU updates are almost exclusive because the
gap between the batch size on CPU and GPU is maximized. As

layers is set inversely proportional to the dataset size, to 4
(real-sim), 6 (covtype), and 8 (w8a and delicious). The number
of units in a hidden layer is kept constant at 512. Since all
the layers are fully-connected, the processing complexity is
proportional to the number of layers.
Methodology. We execute each algorithm for the same ﬁxed
amount of time. This is chosen such that the loss converges
for at least one algorithm. The minimum loss across all the
algorithms is taken as basis for comparison. All the loss values
are normalized to this basis. This process measures which
algorithm converges fastest to a certain loss—the ultimate goal
in practice. The upper and lower thresholds for batch size are
varied with the datasets and the DNN architecture. The GPU
utilization for the lower threshold is about 50%, while for
the upper threshold is close to 100%. The initial batch size
is set to the upper threshold on the GPU workers. The CPU
worker starts with a batch size of 1 example per thread—it
performs Hogwild. The number of model updates is measured
as the average over all the epochs. All the algorithms are
initialized with the same model, which gives the same initial
loss. The initial values of the DNN weights are randomly
drawn from a normal distribution with standard deviation equal
to the number of units in the current layer. The sigmoid
function is used as activation in the hidden layers. Softmax
activation is applied to the output layer in order to compute
the cross-entropy loss. The SGD learning rate is chosen by
griding its range in powers of 10 and selecting the value that
achieves the lowest loss across all the algorithms. The batch
size and learning rate are correlated and set according to [7].
We emphasize that the same hyperparameters are used for the
same hardware architecture. The time to load the data, output
the result, and evaluate the loss are not included.
B. Results
We include four Hogbatch algorithms – CPU, GPU,
CPU+GPU, and Adaptive – and TensorFlow in the experiments. Hogbatch CPU is Hogwild on CPU-only, while Hogbatch GPU – and TensorFlow – are mini-batch SGD.
Time to convergence. The normalized loss function is
depicted in Figure 5. Hogwild CPU takes considerably longer
– from 236X to 317X – to execute an SGD epoch than GPU,
thus its loss follows a slope increasing at a much slower –
linear – rate in the beginning. In fact, Hogwild CPU did not
ﬁnish an epoch in the allocated time budget for any of the
datasets—it got close for delicious. Nonetheless, the number of
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Fig. 7: CPU and GPU utilization for three epochs of the Hogbatch algorithms executed on the covtype dataset.
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Fig. 8: Ratio of model updates applied by CPU and GPU.
the gap decreases, the distribution moves towards uniformity,
with each of the CPU and GPU performing approximately
half of the updates in Adaptive. As shown, this enhances
convergence in certain cases.
Resource utilization. The CPU and GPU utilization during
the execution of three epochs of the Hogbatch algorithms on
the covtype dataset are depicted in Figure 7—the results for the
other datasets follow a similar pattern. The loss computation
is always performed on the GPU at the end of the epoch. This
explains the increase in GPU utilization and the decrease in
CPU across all the algorithms. The CPU utilization hovers
around 80% because only 56 of the available 64 threads are
used. The slight decrease on Adaptive is due to the larger
batch sizes. The GPU utilization is above 80% in GPU and
CPU+GPU since the batch size is 8,192. The batch size in
Adaptive decreases to the lower threshold, which triggers the
corresponding decrease in utilization. The lower threshold
parameter controls the tradeoff between GPU utilization and
convergence. In the case of CPU+GPU, utilization is maximized. In Adaptive, the convergence is primordial.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We introduce a generic framework for deep learning on
heterogeneous CPU+GPU architectures. We design two asynchronous Hogbatch algorithms. CPU+GPU Hogbatch combines small batches on CPU with large batches on GPU.
Adaptive Hogbatch assigns batches with continuously evolving
size based on the relative speed of CPU and GPU. These
algorithms achieve orders of signiﬁcantly faster convergence
than the corresponding CPU and GPU-only solutions, while
using all the resources effectively. In future work, we plan to
scale these algorithms to multi-GPU architectures.
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